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Xenophon's historical romance, first translated into English in 1552 (the earliest full-scale English translation of a Classical Greek text), recounts Cyrus's conquest of the ancient empires of the East. The work is (explicitly) an instructional manual for gaining what the 1552 translation calls 'soverayntie over man' -for becoming a successful ruler (which is what Sidney means by 'mak[ing] many Cyruses').
2 As Xenophon explains at the outset, the project of the book is to describe how Cyrus achieved the seemingly impossible feat of inspiring both his own people and the nations he conquered 'with so great a desire of pleasing him' that they willingly submitted to his rule. 3 The key to this achievement, in Xenophon's telling, turns out to lie in the ethical transfiguration of zero-sum logic, where 'I win' means 'you lose,' a logic that characterizes honor societies, both ancient and thereafter. Homer's Sarpedon memorably articulates the zero-sum basis of the heroic code in his final exhortation to his comrade-in-arms: in Pope's translation, 'Or let us glory gain, or glory give' (Iliad 12:52). One gains glory by killing the enemy; one gives it by being killed. Sarpedon is killed in the battle, and Troy left as smoking rubble. Although Xenophon's Cyrus manages to find a way out of this zero-sum framework, after his death the deadly competition for glory reasserts itself among his sons, shattering Cyrus's magnificent empire as rapidly as it had been built.
So too in Shakespeare, the competition between Edward III's offspring precipitates the zero-sum violence of usurpation, rebellion, and civil war that provides the history plays with their central narrative line. And so too Prince Hal affirms the winner-take-all apportionments of glory, boasting to Hotspur that 'all the budding honours on thy crest / I'll crop to make a garland for my head.' 4 These are not literary formulae. As Mervyn James's fine studies of sixteenth-century aristocratic culture make clear, the rules of zero-sum that characterize the honor ethics of pre-Socratic society continued to define the hard core of Tudor aristocratic manhood. James's studies document the fiercely 'competitive assertiveness' that typified relations between elite males, each striving to acquire the honor only won by taking it from someone else.
5 Up through the Essex revolt of 1601, the 'pervasive violence' of Tudor politics enacts, in James's words, the 'competitive violence of honor.' 6 The fundamentally competitive nature of such honor -the fact that it can only be gained at another's expense (that is, its zero-sum character) -comes through in Sir Francis Bacon's observations that those who 'are glorious must needs be factious; for all bravery stands upon comparisons,' and hence honor sparkles brightest which 'is gained and broken upon another.' 7 It is a point that Shakespeare's Ulysses reiterates: namely, that 'honour travels in a strait so narrow / Where one but goes abreast … [and] emulation hath a thousand sons / That one by one pursue: if you give way, /… Like to an entered tide, they all rush by / And leave you hindmost.' 8 First, hindmost; win, lose; the thrill of victory, the agony of defeat.
Both honor's win-lose binary, whereby the one who gives way ends up not second but last, and its 'competitive violence' are strikingly illustrated in a vignette from Richard Barckley's A Discourse of the Felicitie of Man (c. 1598). Arguing that 'there is not a more daungerous passion … [than] desire of honour' -that is, the 'earnest desire to excell others' to which 'the worthiest men, and those that are endued with excellent gifts, are most subject' -Barckley recounts how the Duke of Gelderland abducted and imprisoned his father. The emperor and the pope pressure the duke to submit to arbitration; however, Barckley continues, the duke said 'rather then he would yeeld to those conditions, he would cast his Father headlong into a well, and throw himselfe after.' 9 We are not
